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GENERAL EXCHANGE SERVICES  

CUSTOM CALLING AND CUSTOM LOCAL AREA SIGNALING SERVICE 
 

C. DESCRIPTION OF SERVICES: (Continued) 
 

21. Selective Call Acceptance (CLASS): Allows customers to define a list of calling 
directory    numbers that will be accepted. Any number not on the list is routed to 
announcements and rejected.  The calling party not on the acceptance list receives an 
announcement stating that the call is not presently being accepted by the called party. 

 
22. Selective Call Forwarding (CLASS): Allows customers to have certain incoming calls 

forwarded to a designated remote directory number.  Calls not on the SCF screen lists 
are terminated in the standard manner.  The number of calls included on a SCF 
screening list will be limited based on system parameters. 

 
23. Selective Call Rejection (CLASS): Allows customers to define a list of calling directory 

numbers that are routed to recorded announcements and rejected.  All other calls are 
treated normally.  Lists will be limited based on system parameters. 

 
24. Teen Service: This feature allows two telephone numbers to be assigned to a single-

party line.  Each telephone number assigned a unique ringing pattern so the called 
party can determine the nature of the call.  Only one call may be active on the line at a 
given time.  

 
25. Teen Service with Voice Mail: Teen Service enables two telephone numbers-the 

primary directory number (PDN) and the secondary directory number (SDN) to be 
assigned to a single line.  Teen Service with Voice Mail forwards the SDN to Voice Mail 
to allow the SDN to have separate announcements and messages. 

 
26. Simultaneous Ring Service: This service allows a user to define a group of up to five 

numbers to ring at the same time.  The first alerted number to answer the call is 
connected to the calling party, and all other alerted numbers are released. At least one 
of the simultaneous ring numbers must be a line served by the Company’s switch.  All 
calls to secondary locations are subject to the services and rates that apply. 

Long distance charges will apply to all non-local calls and will be billed by the 
customer’s presubscribed long distance carrier.  

In addition to the monthly rate for service, a $4.00 service order fee will apply.  
 
If Simultaneous Ring Service is used to OPX two locations, then each secondary 
location requires an additional local access line provided and charged pursuant to the 
rates, terms and conditions described elsewhere in this tariff. 
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